
WALL SCULPTURES

TREE OF LIFE

SLEEPING BEAUTY



TREE OF LIFE 
80 x 120 cm

That Tree has cost us the Garden of Eden; may be that one day the Cherubim 
placed to guard the way to the Tree of Life – as per Genesis, 3 -  will let us 
pass, thus allowing men to become immortal: a quite boring perspective.

The Tree has been fashioned fixing to a wooden panel several tree branches 
to which the trunk has been added made of polystyrene covered with strips 
of tree bark; leaves and flowers of the Tree have been made using strips of 
plastered jute; the flowers show a hard-stone at the centre, symbolizing the 
fruits that gave the ancient Gods their immortality; around the trunk a female 
body has been fashioned using strips of plastered jute; from the bottom of the 
trunk, at belly level, a baby – made from a doll - sticks out from the trunk, still 
partly merged with it: life is beginning over again;  finally the whole sculpture 
has been painted and bright varnished.



SLEEPING BEAUTY
80 x 175 cm

The Prince Charming got lost in the Forest and did not show up; beauty is 
vanished and the Princess is still sleeping, perchance dreaming of being 
awoken by the Prince; however the hole in place of the heart leaves little hope 
for a future resurrection: love’s labour’s lost.

The upper-right part of the wooden panel has been coated with strips of 
plastered jute to make up the undergrowth where the Princess is laying; 
the head has been made from a wooden root to which several branches 
have been added to make up the hair; the eye shows a blue spiral iris made 
of sailing ropes and a black pupil made of hard-stone; the body has been 
fashioned in clay mixed with polystyrene, then covered with strips and 
ornaments of plastered jute; finally the whole sculpture has been painted and 
bright varnished.
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